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The meeting convened at 4PM—a schedule intended to make attendance easier. I estimated about 

60-70 attendees, but I noticed perhaps 20 name-tags not used by people who registered but failed to 

show up. The “DOE group” included at least twelve: John Kotek, Andy Griffith, Melissa Bates, Bill 

Boyle, Tim Frazier, Tom Cotton, Elizabeth Helvey, Mike Reim, Cyrus Nezhad (GC), Steve 

Maheras (PNL), Rob Howard (ORNL), Natalia Saraevea (ANL), Jim Hamilton, Mary Woollen, 

maybe others. Also attending were a batch of small group “discussion facilitators”. Attendees 

included several from Nevada, a few from New Mexico, several associated in various ways with 

SONGS, several from organizations such as Physicians for Social Responsibility or Californians for 

Green Nuclear (a group pushing GEN IV power to address climate change), several from anti-

nuclear organizations (e.g. NIERS), and several ordinary citizens who seemed to be just interested 

in the topic or the event. The meeting date happened to be the 30th anniversary of the Chernobyl 

disaster—an apparent coincidence noted by several speakers. 

 

Welcome 

Robert Weisenmiller (Chair to the CA Energy Commission) said that the Blue Ribbon Commission 

report is good, and that evidence that DOE is taking it seriously (e.g. this meeting) is even better. He 

noted that CA has about 3K MT of SNF, now located at sites not chosen for long-term storage. He 

supports the (Dianne Feinstein) “pilot storage” initiative, but adds that “transportation issues are 

pretty daunting”.  (The idea of shutdown reactor sites in seismic zones along the Pacific coast is 

fairly compelling in CA.) Shutdown sites (e.g. Rancho Seco, Humboldt Bay, San Onofre) should 

have priority for removal.1   

 

Perspectives on a Consent-Based Siting. 

To get the discussion going, a panel of four provided their perspectives, and later answered 

questions from the audience: 

 

John Kotek (JK) stated that DOE’s current focus is on the CBS process, not on removal from 

specific sites (e.g. SONGS). He noted the “taxpayer liabilities” of SNF stored at (currently) fourteen 

shutdown reactor sites, and that the government (therefore) has an obligation to act.2  Based on the 

current CBS process, DOE will produce a summary report in late 2016…….just in time for a new 

Administration. 

 

James Ballard (JB: Cal State professor of sociology and collaborator with Halstead and NNPO) 

focused his brief talk on the four “Ts”: 

 Transportation: It is linked to siting. The public perception of risk is high. There are 5,000 

schools along prospective transport routes in CA alone. 

                                                      
1  One speaker, however, observed that San Clemente (near SONGS) had 10,000 residents when SONGS 

was built, but 60,000+ today—taking this as evidence that people are willing to live with nuclear facilities, 

since they would otherwise “vote with their feet”. 
2  He did not elaborate on other possible options for limiting “taxpayer liabilities”. 



 Terrorism: Security is more difficult in transport (than at reacor or storage sites). DOE is 

reactive, not proactive. 

 Tribes: 20-50 “tribal entities” were impacted by YMP transport plans. Each has cultural and 

environmental justice concerns. 

 Trust: DOE has a trust issue. The BRC recommended a new agency for the SNF/HLW program. 

Back in 2006, the NAS recommended a new entity for SNF/HLE transport. 

 

Rochelle Becker3 (RB: Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility) 

 Why is this meeting being held in CA? Why not North Dakota or west Texas? 

 This (CBS) process needs independent technical experts. (Most of the technical expertise in the 

room was employed by DOE.) 

 What’s the definition of “interim”? 

 Like DOE, the CA PUC is also overburdened and lacks public trust. Both it and DOE should be 

broken up. 

 

Gabrielle Bohnee (GB: Nez Perce Director of Environmental Restoration and Waste Management)  

 There are about 500 tribes, each unique. Consultation (federal or state) should not occur on a 

group basis, but tribe-by-tribe. 

 Tribes have interest and associations far beyond their current boundaries. 

 If tribes want to accept a (SNF) facility, states should not object. 

 

Dan Stetson (DS: San Onofre Community Engagement Panel) 

 The meeting should be held in directly affected areas—eg. near San Onofre, not in Sacramento. 

 The CEP’s key point of agreement is to get it (SNF) out of San Onofre.4 

 The number one priority, however, is safety. The safety problem, however, was characterized by 

Mark Twain: “The concern is not really what you don’t know. It’s what you think you know that 

just ain’t so.” 

 

Audience Questions and Panel Responses  

William _____ : Californians for Green Nuclear Power 

 The priority should be climate change. Fossil fuels kill millions, but no one has been harmed by 

stored SNF. 

JK: DOE has waste management issues, regardless of the prospects for nuclear power. 

 

Marnie Magna: Concerned citizen from SONGS area. 

 We need to move SNF away from people. We need a clear scientific standard5. A robot can deal 

with damaged canisters.  

JK: We already have good storage siting regulations. We do need a generic standard for 

repositories. 

 What about WCS and Eddy-Lea? 

                                                      
3  With John Geesman, Rochelle attended our 2014 meeting in San Diego. 
4   Implying, perhaps, less CEP agreement re when, to where, how etc.  
5   Re disposal, see the Nov. 2015 NWTRB report, “Designing a Process…….”. 



JK: These are not DOE-sponsored, so there are questions about DOE’s ability to contract for 

services and draw money from the Nuclear Waste Fund. (The Senate Energy & Water 

Appropriations Committee has a bill that addresses these topics.) However, we should also 

consider government-owned facilities. 

 

Lady from Sacramento 

 Do we really have the technology to deal with this? 

JK:  Both “wet” and “dry” storage “work”.  Regarding disposal, the combination of a stable 

geology and engineered barriers can work. There are experts in the room: Bill Boyle, Rob 

Howard, Melissa Bates. 

JB: It’s the social (not technical) barriers that are most salient. For example, how do we address 

the “NIMBY” syndrome? It’s really a human problem. 

 

A young guy from Sacramento. 

 How can/will future generations give their “consent”? 

JB: Good question. With tribes, decisions are often made with seven generations in mind. 

 How do you create trust? 

JB: Because of terrorism, there can be no transparency; without transparency, there can be no 

trust. 

 

David Victor: SONGS CEP 

 What’s the expectation regarding the number of sites? (to be identified in the CBS process) 

JK:  There’s no specific estimate, Regarding a repository, the Canadians got about 20 

“expressions of interest”, which they have now whittled down to 8 or 9. 

 Once given, can consent be withdrawn? 

JB: It’s a real (ethical) issue. Consent has been withdrawn at Fukushima. 

DS: SONGS is an example. The community never agreed to extended storage. 

JK: After the license application is submitted, the community cannot withdraw (too much federal 

investment would be sunk), but the parties can be bound by a legally-enforceable agreement. 

 

Howard Wong: Physicians for Social Responsibility 

 Is SNF more safely stored on site or in an interim storage facility? 

JK: Consolidation of SNF (at an interim facility) frees up land and limits breach of contract 

costs. 

 

Joni Arens: from Sante Fe, NM 

 There is no consent of communities along routes. 

JK: One of the Nuclear Waste Negotiator’s “lessons-learned” was that it asked the state to 

consent too early.  

 The BRC said that consent should be provided with the license application, but the LAs for 

WCS & Eddy-Lea are already in process. 

JK: DOE is not yet looking for sites—just considering what the process should look like. 

 

Chris Brown: from Sacramento 



 Will DOE respond to comments? 

JK: Yes. 

 

Ted Quinn: SONGS CEP 

 What are the lessons-learned in France etc.? 

JK: To avoid a top-down approach. To develop a willing and informed host. 

 

Small Group Discussion (Group #1) 

The audience was divided into perhaps eight groups of eight, each with an energetic discussion 

facilitator. My group included Steve Maheras, who took notes, and Bill Boyle, who avoided direct 

participation……as did I, but I did try to draw out the thoughts of others. Some of the observations: 

 I don’t trust this process. DOE has already decided they are going to find a consolidated storage 

facility and move this stuff. Should it be moved at all, prior to disposal? 

 They (DOE) are looking for CSF host communities……but WCS is corporate. 

 We should form a group (like the “Quincy Library Group, re Sierra Nevada forestry resources), 

and it should be more broadly representative than this group in Sacramento. 


